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NEW QUESTION: 1
Given the SAS data set WORK.ORDERS:
The variable Order_id is numeric; Customer is character; and Ship_date is a numeric containing
a SAS date value.
A programmer would like to create a new variable called Note, that shows a character value
with the Order_id and Ship_date shown with a date9. format. For the first observation, Note
would look like the following:
"Order 9341 shipped on 02FEB2009".
Which of the following statement will correctly create the value and assign it to Note?
A. note=catx(' ','Order',order_id,'shipped on',input(ship_date,date9.));
B. note=catx(' ','Order',order_id,'shipped on',put(ship_date,date9.));
C. note=catx(' ','Order',order_id,'shipped on',transwrd(ship_date,date9.));
D. note=catx(' ','Order',order_id,'shipped on',char(ship_date,date9.));
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
An engineer is configuring VPLS BGP-based autodiscovery on a Cisco IOS XE PE router. Which
two configurations must be included for proper implementation? (Choose two.)
A. router bgp 61000 neighbor 172.16.10.2 remote-as 61000
B. l2vpn vfi context vpls1 autodiscovery bgp signaling ldp router bgp 61000 neighbor
172.16.10.2 remote-as 61000
C. router bgp 61000 address-family l2vpn vpls send-community-eBGP
D. router bgp 61000 address-family l2vpn vpls send-community extended
E. router bgp 61000 neighbor 172.16.10.2 remote-as 62000
F. l2vpn vfi context vpls1 autodiscovery bgp signaling ldp router bgp 61000 neighbor
172.16.10.2 remote-as 62000

Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Router A has an IP route with the destination network segment of 10.0.0.1/32 and outbound
interface of GigabitEthernet0/0/1. The following configuration is added:
Assume that router A receives a data packet with the destination IP address of 10.0.0.1.
Which of the following statements are true?
A. If the source IP address of the data packet is 10.0.1.2, the data packet can be forwarded and
the DSCP value remains unchanged.
B. If the source IP address of the data packet is 10.0.1.2, the data packet cannot be forwarded.
C. If the source IP address of the data packet is 10.0.1.1, the data packet can be forwarded and
the DSCP value is set to CS3
D. If the source IP address of the data packet is 10.0.1.2, the data packet can be forwarded and
the DSCP value is set to CS3.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
After getting her degree in marketing and working for 5 years for a large department store, Sally
started her own specialty shop in a regional mall. Sally's current lease calls for payments of
$1,000 at the end of each month for the next 60 months. Now the landlord offers Sally a new
5-year lease which calls for zero rent for
6 months, then rental payments of $1,050 at the end of each month for the next 54 months.
Sally's cost of capital is 11 percent. By what absolute dollar amount would accepting the new
lease change Sally's theoretical net worth?
A. $4,299.87
B. $4,681.76
C. $3,803.06
D. $2,810.09
E. $3,243.24
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
CF(0) = 0
CF(1-6) = 0
CF(7-60) = 1,050
I = 11/12 = 0.9167
Solve for NPV = -$42,189.97. Therefore, the PV of payments under the proposed lease would be
less than the PV of payments under the old lease by $45,993.03 - $42,189.97 = $3,803.06. Sally
should accept the new lease because it would raise her theoretical net worth by $3,803.06.
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